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Much Ado About Makeup
Friday 5pm, Art Alliance, Free
From fantasy makeup including a bit of warrior to a bit of gore, we’ll look at and 
play with the face as an art canvas. 

Musical Theatre Dance Workshop
Sunday 4pm, CPDW, Class Pass or $10
Join the Central PA Dance Workshop (CPDW) for a Musical Theatre Dance Work-
shop at CPDW’s studio. Learn original choreography from Broadway musicals that 
can help you bolster your musical theatre performance skills or simply experience 
something new and fun. Appropriate for all skill levels and ages. Socks or ballet/jazz 
shoes only. 

Nelken Line
Saturday 1pm, MLK Plaza, Free
Participants will learn Pina Bausch’s iconic choreography then dress up and perform the 
work in the MLK Plaza in this 90-minute workshop. The performance will be filmed and 
shared on our festival page—check online to see other Nelken Line performances. 

Play Dance Sing
Friday 1pm, MLK Plaza, Free
Join us at the MLK Plaza for creative dramatics fun!

Poetry Bomb
Friday 11am, State College Boro Bldg, Free
Write poems that explode with words, ideas, image and style! We will rip up sentences, 
mine new language, and build poems with our fellow poets. We will try black out 
poems, the exquisite corpse, and wish poems. Writers ages 8-10, come dream with us!

Puppet Demonstration: Imbalance Glacier Dance Scene 
Saturday 1pm, Allen Street, Free
Join the playwright and puppeteer, Lorencio Carlos Ruiz, as he presents the Imbal-
ance Glacier Dance Scene from the LASTree puppet show. A large glacier rises in 
the warmest year of the frigid Arctic/Antarctic Sea. The sun rises, the glacier cracks; 
a Harp Seal, two Emperor Penguins, and a family of Polar Bears appear. Come see 
how the magic is made!

Scene Study
Sunday 2pm, CPDW, Class Pass or $10
Analyzing a scene and working out what you need to do to bring a script to life is 
fundamental to an actor’s craft. In this workshop, we’ll learn to quickly identify the 
underlying forces moving the characters and the narrative and then discover ways to 
bring those scenes to life in dynamic, nuanced performances. After the class, con-
sider performing in our Scene Showcase that afternoon. Bring scenes you wish to 
work on and we’ll provide some for you as well. Ages 16 & up. 
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